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Abstract—Load balancing is a common approach for task
assignment in distributed architectures. In this paper, we show
that the degree of inefficiency in load balancing designs is highly
dependent on the scheduling discipline used at each of the backend servers. Traditionally, the back-end scheduler can be modeled
as Processor Sharing (PS), in which case the degree of inefficiency
grows linearly with the number of servers. However, if the backend scheduler is changed to Shortest Remaining Processing Time
(SRPT), the degree of inefficiency can be independent of the
number of servers, instead depending only on the heterogeneity
of the speeds of the servers. Further, switching the back-end
scheduler to SRPT can provide significant improvements in
the overall mean response time of the system as long as the
heterogeneity of the server speeds is small.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Load balancing is a common approach to task assignment in
computer communication systems such as web server farms,
database systems, and grid computing clusters. In such designs
there is a dispatcher that seeks to balance the assignment
of service requests (jobs) across the back-end servers in the
system so that the response time of jobs at each server
is (nearly) the same. Such designs are popular due to the
increased robustness they provide to bursts of traffic, server
failures, etc., as well as the inherent scalability they provide.
However, there is also a major drawback to load balancing
designs – some performance is sacrificed. Specifically, it is
possible to reduce user response times by moving away from
load balancing designs.
In this paper, we study the impact of the scheduler at the
back-end servers, i.e., the back-end scheduler. Our goal is twofold: (i) we will characterize the inefficiency of load balancing
designs and determine how this inefficiency depends on the
back-end scheduler; and (ii) we will study the improvements
in overall mean response time that are achievable through
changing the back-end scheduler.
Our results apply to a wide variety of back-end schedulers,
however our primary focus will be on two particularly important options: Processor Sharing (PS) and Shortest Remaining
Processing Time first (SRPT). Under PS the server is shared
evenly among all jobs at the server, while under SRPT the
server is devoted fully to the job with the least remaining
work. PS is often used as a simplified model of the traditional
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scheduling designs in many computer systems including bandwidth scheduling in web servers, flow scheduling in routers,
and CPU scheduling in operating systems. SRPT provides an
important comparison because it has recently been suggested
as an alternative to PS in a variety of applications, e.g., [11],
[14], [16], [18], [23]. Further, SRPT optimizes mean response
time in a single server queue [26]. However, it should be
pointed out that SRPT is not necessarily optimal in load
balancing systems since the arrival process to the back-end
server is dependent on the queue state.
There are three main contributions in this paper.
First, we show that the back-end scheduler has a significant
impact on the degree of inefficiency in load balancing designs.
In particular, when the back-end scheduler is PS the degree of
inefficiency depends linearly on the parallelism of the system
(i.e., the number of servers) but when the back-end scheduler
is SRPT the degree of inefficiency is less dependent on the
system parallelism and more dependent on the heterogeneity
of the speed of the servers (Theorems 4 and 5). In fact, in the
case when job sizes follow a Pareto distribution with infinite
variance, the degree of inefficiency under load balancing
systems is independent of the parallelism of the system and
linearly dependent on the heterogeneity of the system.
Second, we illustrate that the potential improvement from
changing the back-end scheduler can be dramatic; however,
the degree of improvement depends on the heterogeneity of
the server speeds (Corollary 3). In particular, the improvement
in mean response time from switching from PS to SRPT
can be as dramatic as the improvement in a simple single
server queue when the heterogeneity of server speeds is small.
However, when the heterogeneity of server speeds is large, the
improvement can be very small or even non-existent.
Third, we provide results that facilitate the analysis of arbitrary back-end schedulers in load balancing designs (Theorems
6 and 7). These results provide tools that are straightforward to
apply to determine the performance of an arbitrary scheduling
policy in a load balancing system under a general service
distribution.
Our results are enabled via two analytic techniques: (i) algorithmic game theory and (ii) heavy-traffic approximations. In
particular, the analysis begins by noting that a load balancing
dispatcher can be viewed as equivalent to having jobs make
their own dispatching decisions greedily in order to minimize
their mean response time. Thus an ideal load balancer can

be viewed as running at an operating point determined by
the Nash equilibrium of a selfish routing game [19]. So, we
can bring to bear tools from the algorithmic game theory
community, and further, the inefficiency of load balancing
designs can be measured by the so-called “price of anarchy”
(see Section II for the definition). However, even in this
framework, understanding the exact interaction between the
back-end scheduler and the load balancer is difficult (as we
highlight in Section IV). Thus, we consider the heavy-traffic
regime, where the load of the system is approaching 1, and we
take advantage of recent results, e.g., [5], [30], [32], to simplify
the model considerably. Further, the heavy-traffic regime is the
regime of interest since web applications are typically run at
high load and, additionally, the inefficiency of load-balancing
designs is intuitively worst under heavy-traffic.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first
formally introduce our model in Section II. Then in Section
III we summarize the prior literature. Next in Section IV we
provide the necessary background on PS and SRPT. Section
V presents the first set of new results, which contrast the performance of PS and SRPT back-end schedulers under Pareto
job sizes. Then, Section VI presents results characterizing the
performance of arbitrary back-end schedulers under general
job size distributions. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. M ODEL DESCRIPTION
To study the efficiency of load balancing designs, we will
use the queueing model pictured in Figure 1. The system
consists of n parallel queues Q1 , . . . , Qn with service rates
µ1 , . . . , µn where µi ≥ µi+1 and µi = ki µ. Let Xi be a
random i.i.d. job size at queue i having p.d.f. fi (x) and c.d.f.
Fi (x). Let F i (x) = 1 − Fi (x) and E[Xi ] := 1/µi .
The arrival process
Pn to the system is Poisson with rate
Λ, where Λ <
i=1 µi ensures stability. There is a load
balancing dispatcher that probabilistically routes arrivals to
queues so that the mean response time (a.k.a. sojourn time,
flow time), E[Ti ], at each queue i is the same. This model
follows from the assumption that routing decisions are made
without observing the queue length and that the load balancing dispatcher reacts to periodic performance measurements
attained from each queue with the goal of balancing response
times across the queues. This knowledge limitation of the
dispatcher is a common design in distributed web servers.
It follows that the resulting arrival rate to Qi is Poisson with
rate λi and the load at queue i is ρi := λi /µP
i < 1. Thus, each
n
Qi is a stationary M/GI/1 queue. Note Λ = i=1 λi . Further,
define the remaining service capacity, a.k.a., “gap”, at Qi as
γi := µi − λi
n
X
Γ :=
γi .
i=1

This will be an important concept in our analysis. Finally, note
that all incoming jobs are routed to one of the servers, i.e.,
there is no balking.
For reasons that we will describe in Section IV, we will be
considering the heavy-traffic behavior of this system. That is,
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A diagram of the load balancing model considered in this paper.

Pn
we will analyze the response time as Λ → i=1 µi , which
also ensures that each Qi is in heavy-traffic, i.e. ρi → 1. We do
not view this as a limitation since the worst-case inefficiency
of load balancing designs intuitively occurs in heavy-traffic.
Further, the heavy-traffic regime is the most relevant scenario
for web applications.
Interestingly, we can take a slightly different view of the
load balancing model than we have described to this point
which will prove useful. In particular, we can view the stationary behavior of the load balancing system as the equilibrium
point of a non-atomic routing game. This is often termed a
selfish routing game [19]. A set {λ1 , . . . , λn } corresponds to
Nash equilibrium arrival rates (a.k.a., the Nash assignment) in
this non-atomic routing game if for all Qi , if λj > 0, then
E[Ti ] ≤ E[Tj ]. Informally, a selfish infinitesimal of arriving
flow cannot improve its mean response time if the system is at
a Nash equilibrium. Note that since a load balancing dispatcher
maintains the same E[Ti ] for all Qi such that λi > 0, it is
operating at a Nash equilibrium. Further, this Nash equilibrium
is unique.
In the setting of a selfish routing game, the price of anarchy
(PoA) is defined as the worst-case ratio between a Nash
assignment and the global optimum. Formally, we write
ne
E[T ; (λne
1 , . . . , λn ), k]
opt
E[T ; (λopt
1 , . . . , λn ), k]
opt
s.t. 0 ≤ {λne
1≤i≤n
i , λi } < µi ,
µ ≤ µi ≤ kµ, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

max

where λopt
corresponds to the optimal routing structure and
i
λne
corresponds
to the Nash assignment (load balancing
i
routing structure). Note the Nash and optimal assignments are
both unique in non-atomic routing games. We have inserted a
parameter k that bounds the ratio of the server speeds. We will
refer to k as the “heterogeneity” of the system and we will
state bounds on the price of anarchy in terms of the number
of servers, n, and the heterogeneity, k.
In our context, the price of anarchy is equivalent to the
efficiency of a load balancing design. Interestingly, in addition
the standard interpretation, the price of anarchy takes on
another meaning in this context – it also characterizes the
benefit achievable by switching from PS to SRPT (see the
discussion of Corollary 3 for details).
III. P RIOR WORK
Non-atomic routing games were first introduced by Pigou
[22] and later were formally defined by Wardrop [28]. For this

The reason such results only hold in this limited situation is
that outside of the light-traffic regime the network structure
matters. Recently, the first result to characterize the impact of
the network structure outside of the light-traffic regime was
provided independently by Haviv & Roughgarden [13] and
Wu & Starobinski [36] who proved that, in the model of this
paper the price of anarchy is n, the number of queues in the
system, when job sizes are Exponentially distributed and jobs
are processed in FCFS order. In the current paper our goal is
to contrast the price of anarchy under a variety of other backend scheduling disciplines, particularly the price of anarchy
under PS and SRPT.
Our analysis depends primarily on characterizing the heavytraffic behavior of scheduling disciplines. There is a large
literature studying queueing systems in heavy-traffic, e.g. [7],
[12], [33], [38]. Some of these results have been exploited to
study distributed system designs that use dispatchers such as
Round Robin (RR), Join the Shortest Queue (JSQ), and SITAE. See [9], [34], [35] and the references therein. However, our
focus in this paper differs from these analyses for a number
of reasons. First, we focus on characterizing the inefficiency
of load balancing dispatchers rather than simply deriving the
performance of load balancing dispatchers (though we derive
the performance as a side-effect). Second, we derive results
that apply when the back-end scheduler is SRPT, which has
not been studied previously in this context. Third, our results
apply for arbitrary back-end schedulers. Specifically, if the
heavy-traffic behavior of the policy is known our technique can
be applied to achieve results. The works most closely related
to ours are the recent papers by Wu & Down [9], [34] which
study the heavy-traffic behavior of approximations of SRPT
in distributed architectures where the dispatcher performs a
multi-layered round robin algorithm.

8
SRPT
approx
6
E[T]

reason, equilibria in these games are often called “Wardrop
equilibria.” The price of anarchy was first studied in this setting
by Roughgarden & Tardos [25], and the work that followed
is surveyed in [19]. The fundamental result for non-atomic
routing games is that the price of anarchy is independent of
the network structure under a wide variety of latency (response
time) functions, e.g., under linear latency functions the price of
anarchy is bounded by 4/3 regardless of the network structure
considered [25].
However, there are very few results in the case of latency
functions specified by queueing models, as we consider in
this paper. In particular, the only bound on the price of
anarchy under queueing latency functions that is known to
hold independently of the network structure holds only when
Λ < mini µi , see [24]. In this case the price of anarchy is
bounded by
s
!
mini (µi )
1
1+
.
2
mini (µi ) − Λ
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An illustration of the validity of the approximation in (1).

because it is commonly used as a tractable model for the
traditional scheduling designs in many computer systems including, bandwidth scheduling in web servers, flow scheduling
in routers, and CPU scheduling in operating systems. SRPT is
important because it is known to minimize the mean response
time in a single server queue [26] regardless of the arrival and
service process. Further, it has recently been suggested as an
alternative to PS in many applications [11], [17], [23]. Note
however that SRPT is not necessarily the optimal back-end
scheduler for a load balancing design.1 In particular, because
the load balancer interacts with the scheduling policy, it is not
a priori clear that SRPT is even necessarily a good choice for
a back-end scheduler.
There is a large literature studying each of these policies
and we refer the reader to [37] for background on PS and
to [15] for background on SRPT. For our purposes, we will
need only results characterizing the mean response time under
these policies. The interested reader may find surveys of
distributional results for SRPT and PS in [6], [21] and studies
of the fairness of SRPT in [3], [29].
A. Processor Sharing (PS)
1
.
In an M/GI/1 PS queue E[Ti ] is [15]: E[Ti ] = µi −λ
i
M/GI/1/P S
The important observation here is that E[T ]
=
E[T ]M/M/1/F CF S . Thus, the price of anarchy under PS
follows immediately from prior results [13], [36]:

Proposition 1. The price of anarchy in a distributed system
with Poisson arrivals when the back-end scheduler is PS is n.
Further, [13] illustrates that this is tight. Recently, this result
has been extended to multi-class load balancing systems [1].
B. Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT)

IV. BACKGROUND ON BACK - END SCHEDULERS

The mean response time under SRPT has a Rmuch more
x
complicated form. Let mij (x) = E[Xij 1Xi <x ] = 0 tj fi (t)dt
be a truncated j-th moment ofR job size distribution Xi . Let
x j−1
j
m
g
F i (t)dt be a different
ij (x) = E[min(x, Xi )] = i 0 t
truncated j-th moment. Finally, let ρi (x) = λi mi1 (x). Now,
we can write the mean response time of SRPT in an M/GI/1
queue as follows [27]:

Z ∞ Z x
1
λi m
g
i2 (x)
dFi (x).
E[Ti ] =
dt +
2(1 − ρi (x))2
0 1 − ρi (t)
0

We will primarily consider two possibilities for the backend scheduler, PS and SRPT, though we will also discuss
other scheduling disciplines in Section VI. PS is important

1 If the dispatcher choices are fixed, then SRPT is the optimal back-end
scheduler. However, since the dispatcher’s decisions depend on the back-end
scheduler, SRPT is not optimal.

The complicated form of E[Ti ] under SRPT makes it difficult to study this policy directly. Instead, we will consider
Pn the
behavior of this policy in heavy-traffic, i.e., as Λ → i=1 µi .
In this case, recent results provide a simpler form under certain
job size distributions including bounded distributions [30],
[32], exponential distributions [4], and Pareto distributions [5],
[31]. For the bulk of the paper we will limit ourselves to Pareto
job size distributions, since these distributions are commonly
found to be good models of web request distributions, e.g., see
[2], [8], [10]. However, in Section VI, we will discuss other
job size distributions.
The following proposition follows from combining the
results in [5], [31].
Proposition 2. Consider an M/GI/1 SRPT queue, as λ → µ,
and X ∼ P areto(α, xL ) with α > 1, i.e., F (x) = (x/xL )α
for some xL > 0, then
  

1

Θ log 1−ρ
, if α < 2



  2  1 
Θ log 1−ρ , if α = 2
E[T ] =





1

,
if α > 2.
 Θ
α−2
(1−ρ) α−1

Due to limited space, we will focus only on the case of
α 6= 2, though the case of α = 2 can be handled using the
same techniques. Note that when α < 2 the job size variance
is infinite.
Proposition 2 only specifies the “growth rate” of E[Ti ] with
ρi under SRPT in heavy-traffic, and we need a simple equation
to facilitate our analysis. So, we will use the following
functional form that encompasses both E[Ti ] under PS and
an approximation for E[Ti ] under SRPT in heavy-traffic.



µi
 1 log
µi
µi −λi , if α < 2

m
(1)
E[Ti ] :=
µi
 1
,
if α > 2,
µi
µi −λi
α−2
where 0 < m = α−1
< 1 (m = 1 under PS). This
approximation can been shown using simulations to be very
accurate for SRPT, even outside of heavy-traffic. Figure 2
illustrates this fact by comparing the approximation to results
from a simulation of an M/GI/1 queue with a P areto(1.2)
job size distribution. Further, the approximation matches the
bounds on SRPT derived in [31].
Under this formulation, we see that the contribution of Qi
to the overall response time is given by λi E[Ti ] which, in
heavy-traffic (λi /µi → 1), becomes



µi
 log
µi −λi , if α < 2

m
Ci (λi ) :=
µ
i

,
if α > 2
µi −λi

For a given set of arrival rates, (λ1 , ..., λn ), the expected
overall response time of the system in heavy traffic is
E[T ; (λi , . . . , λn )] :=

n
X
i=1

Ci (λi ).

V. T HE CASE OF SRPT AND PARETO JOB SIZES
We begin our analysis by focusing on the inefficiency of
load balancing designs when job sizes follow a Pareto job
size distribution and the back-end scheduler performs SRPT.
Table IV-B summarizes the main results from this section.
Let us first concentrate on the price of anarchy results
for SRPT. Notice that when the job sizes are Pareto with
α < 2 (infinite variance) the price of anarchy is k. That is,
it depends linearly on the heterogeneity of server speeds (k)
and is independent of the parallelism of the system (n). This
is in stark contrast with the result for PS, which states that the
price of anarchy grows linearly with the number of servers
(i.e., is n). Thus, it becomes evident that the overall design of
a load balancing system should be dependent on the back-end
scheduler being used. That is, if one is using PS it is important
to avoid adding too many servers, while under SRPT it is
primarily important to limit the variation between the servers.
When we switch to considering SRPT under Pareto jobs
sizes with α > 2, we see the same contrast with PS, only
to a lesser extent. Again, the parallelism of the system is less
important for the inefficiency of SRPT load balancing systems
than for PS ones, but the difference shrinks as job size variability decreases (α, m increase). It should be pointed out that
the price of anarchies of SRPT and PS are tight. In particular,
they are tight when µ1 = kµ and µ2 = . . . = µn = µ.
It is important to remember that these results characterize
the price of anarchy of SRPT under heavy-traffic. However,
intuitively, the heavy-traffic regime should provide the worstcase price of anarchy. Our results verify that this is indeed true
under PS since the price of anarchy in heavy-traffic matches
the overall price of anarchy.
Interestingly, the price of anarchy has a second interpretation in the context of this paper. This interpretation is the result
of the following corollary, which follows from the results for
the Nash and optimal assignments stated in Table IV-B.
Corollary 3. λopt
under SRPT with Pareto job sizes having
i
α < 2 is the same as λne
i under PS.
The importance of this Corollary is not immediately evident,
however it provides an alternative interpretation of the price
of anarchy in the case of Pareto job sizes with α < 2.
In particular, in this case the price of anarchy bounds the
reduction of the benefit attainable by switching the back-end
scheduler from PS to SRPT (as compared to the benefit in an
M/GI/1 queue). To see this, note that because λopt
under SRPT
i
opt
is the same as λne
under
PS,
the
ratio
between
E[T
] under
i
ne
SRPT and E[T ] under PS is the same as in the M/GI/1
queue. Further, the price of anarchy of SRPT characterizes
how much worse E[T ne ] is than E[T opt ] under SRPT. So,
the price of anarchy bounds the reduction in the improvement
from switching to SRPT as compared to the improvement in
the M/GI/1.
Applying this interpretation of the price of anarchy, it is
clear that a dramatic improvement is possible by switching
from PS to SRPT in load balancing systems when k is small,
i.e., since the improvement of SRPT over PS in the M/GI/1 is
large, e.g., see [31], it is still large in load balancing systems

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF RESULTS FOR PARETO JOB SIZES . T HE RESULTS FOR PS WERE FIRST
DERIVED IN [13], [36], BUT ALSO FOLLOW IMMEDIATELY FROM THE RESULTS FOR SRPT.

Back-end scheduler

SRPT
Pareto with α < 2

Job size distribution
Ci (λi )

Optimal assignment,

PS

log



µi
µi −λi

µj −

λopt
j

1
n



Pareto with α > 2





µi
µi −λi

µj −

Γ

Lemma 8

Nash assignment, λne
j

λne
1

λne
j
µj

when k is small. However, when k is large, PS can actually
outperform SRPT.
In the remainder of this section, we prove the price of
anarchy results in Table IV-B. To prove these results, we
opt
first need to characterize the λne
i and λi . These results are
summarized in Table IV-B, but we defer the derivations to the
appendix. We start with the case of infinite-variance Pareto
job sizes and then move to the case of finite-variance.


i
Theorem 4. When Ci (λi ) = log µiµ−λ
the price of anarchy
i
is k.
Proof: We begin by proving an upper bound on the price
of anarchy, and then we illustrate that it is asymptotically tight.
Since the form of λne
i is implicit, we cannot simply directly
compare E[T ne ] and E[T opt ]. Instead, we will write each in
terms of the remaining service capacity at each queue, i.e., the
gaps γj = µj − λj .
Define c to be the average response time for the j-th queue
E[Tjne ] (notice that every queue has the same average response
time under Nash equilibrium). Then, we have
E[T ne ] = c

n
X

µi .

i=1

Note that the remaining capacity at each server Qj at the Nash
assignment is
µj
γjne = cµj .
e
Next, we will calculate E[T opt ] in terms of c and γjne . Since
the total gap is distributed equally under the optimal allocation
(see Table IV-B), we have

where m =

α−2
α−1

m/(m+1)

!

µj
Pn

Γ
1 X µi
=
.
n
n i=1 ecµi

µj −




√
µj
Pn √
Γ
µi
i=1

Lemma 9
!

µj
Pn

µj −

Γ

(m−1)/m
i=1 µi

1
n



Γ

Lemma 11

Lemma 11

k1−m nm
Theorem 5

n
Proposition 1

Thus, recalling that µi = ki µ, we have that E[T opt ] is as
follows


n
X
µj n
opt
P
E[T ] =
log
n
µi
=

j=1
n
X

i=1 ecµi

log

!

kj n
Pn

j=1

= n log(n) +

ki
i=1 ecki µ
n
X

log(ki ) + n log

1
Pn

i=1

ki
i=1 ecki µ

!
.

Noting that ki e−cki µ is decreasing for large enough cµ, we
can bound the third term above as follows:
!
1
n log Pn
≥ n log (ecµ /n)
ki
i=1 ecki µ

= ncµ − n log(n),
which gives
E[T opt ] ≥

Pn

i=1

log(ki ) + ncµ.

Now, we can bound the price of anarchy by
Pn
Pn
c i=1 µi
i=1 ki
Pn
= Pn log(k
i)
i=1
log(k
)
+
ncµ
i
+n
i=1
cµ
Pn
ki
≤ i=1
n
≤ k,
Next, we will show that this bound on the price of anarchy
is asymptotically tight. Consider the specific example where
µ1 = kµ and µ2 = . . . = µn = µ. Then, we can again
calculate E[T ne ] as

n

γjopt =

1
µi −λi

Γ

m/(m+1)

i=1 µi

(m−1)/m

µj −

k
Theorem 4

Price of anarchy

General

Lemma 9



λne µj /µ1
= 1 − µ1
with
1
µi /µ1

Pn
λne
s.t. Γ = i=1 µi 1 − µ1
1
Lemma 10

Satisfy 1 −

m

E[T ne ] = c

n
X
i=1

µi = cµ(k + n − 1),

and E[T opt ] as
E[T

opt

]=

n
X

We can write the above more succinctly using norms as
follows:

log

µ n
Pn j µi



kkj k1 kxj k1/m
kkj xj k1/(m+1)
s.t. 1 ≤ kj ≤ k

max

i=1 ecµi

j=1



kµn
P
+
log
n
µi
µi
i=1 ecµi
i=1 ecµi


1
= n log(µn) + log(k) + n log Pn µi
.


= (n − 1) log



µn

Pn

i=1 ecµi

Since µi ≤ ecµi for large enough c (c can be chosen arbitrarily
large in heavy-traffic), we can bound the last term above by


1
n log Pn µi
≤ n log (ecµ ) = ncµ.
i=1 ecµi

When considering the heavy-traffic regime, i.e., c → ∞, this
yields the following lower bound on the price of anarchy:
cµ(k + n − 1)
=
n log(µn) + log(k) + ncµ

k+n−1
n log(µn)+log(k)
cµ

∼ k/n

+n

as c → ∞.

For constant n, this gives Ω(k) as desired.
m

i
the price of anarchy
Theorem 5. When Ci (λi ) = µiµ−λ
i
is k 1−m nm .
opt
Proof: Since λne
are so similar (see Table IV-B),
i and λi
we can compare the mean response time under these policies
directly. In particular, straightforward calculation yields

k m−1 ≤ xj ≤ 1.
1/p
P
n
p
where kyj kp =
y
. We can now bound the
j=1 j
solution to this optimization:
kkj k1 kxj k1/m
kkj k1
≤
nm
kkj xj k1/(m+1)
kkj xj k1/(m+1)
kkj k1
≤
nm k 1−m
kkj k1/(m+1)
≤ nm k 1−m .
The first step follows from upper bounding xj ≤ 1. The second
step follows from lower bounding xj ≥ k m−1 . The third step
follows from observing that kkj k1/(m+1) ≥ kkj k1 .
To see that this bound on the price of anarchy is asymptotically tight, let us consider the situation with n queues where
k1 = k and k2 = . . . = kn = 1. In this case,
P
 P
m−1 m
n
n
m
m−1
k
k
j
j
j=1
j=1
(n − 1 + k)(n − 1 + k m )m
=
m
P
m m+1
n
(n − 1 + k m+1 )m+1
k m+1
j=1

j

(n − 1)m+1 + k(n − 1)m
(n − 1 + k m/(m+1) )m+1
k
1 + n−1
=
m+1 .
m/(m+1)
1 + k n−1
≥

m+1

 m X
n
1
m/(m+1)
opt


E[T ; (λopt
µj
1 , . . . , λn ), k] =
Γ
Now, suppose k, n → ∞ with k m/(m+1)  n, then we have
j=1


m
k
k
 m X
1 + n−1
n
n
X
m−1
1
∼ knm
ne
ne


m 



m+1
µj
E[T ; (λ1 , . . . , λn ), k] =
µj
,
m/(m+1)
nm+1
Γ
1 + k n−1
j=1
j=1
which gives that the price of anarchy is the solution to the
following optimization:
 P
m
P
(m−1)/m
n
n
k
k
j=1 j
j=1 j
max
m+1
P
m/(m+1)
n
k
j=1 j
s.t. 1 ≤ kj ≤ k.
An upper bound on the solution to this optimization is the
following reformulation:
m
P
 P
1/m
n
n
j=1 xj
j=1 kj
max P
m+1
n
1/(m+1)
j=1 (kj xj )
s.t. 1 ≤ kj ≤ k
k m−1 ≤ xj ≤ 1.

= nm k 1−m .

VI. T HE CASE OF ARBITRARY SCHEDULING POLICIES AND
GENERAL JOB SIZES

In the previous section we derived bounds on the price of
anarchy when the back-end scheduler performs SRPT and
job sizes follow a Pareto distribution. In this section, we
discuss generalizations of those results to both general job
size distributions and to arbitrary policies.
Though generalizing the scheduling policy and generalizing
the job size distribution seem different from one another, they
both have the same effect – they change the form of E[Ti ].
For example, Bansal [4] recently showed that the heavy-traffic
growth rate of SRPT under Exponential job sizes is


1
.
(2)
E[Ti ] = θ
(µi − λi ) log(µi /(µi − λi ))

Similar heavy-traffic results have recently been derived for
policies such as Preemptive Shortest Job First (PSJF) [31],
Foreground-Background scheduling (FB) [20], and multi-class
priority queues [30] under a variety of job size distributions.
The derivation of these results is an active area.
Our goal in this section is to provide results that can easily
facilitate the calculation of the price of anarchy under arbitrary
scheduling policies and job size distributions. That is, we
would like to ensure that as new heavy-traffic results appear,
price of anarchy results follow easily. We provide two such
results. The first result illustrates that the price of anarchy is
determined only by the polynomial term in the heavy-traffic
growth rate and the second result characterizes a “simple”
situation that can be analyzed to determine the price of anarchy
in a very general setting. To illustrate the usefulness of these
results, we will apply them to the case of SRPT scheduling
with Exponential job sizes, (2).
Theorem 6. Fix µi . Consider Ci (λi ) such that for all  ∈
(0, m), there exists λi, such that for all λi with λi, < λi < µi
m−

m

µi
µi
≤ Ci (λi ) ≤
.
(3)
µi − λi
µi − λi
Then the price of anarchy in heavy-traffic under Ci (λi ) is
the
m as the price of anarchy in heavy-traffic under
 same
µi
. In particular, the price of anarchy is nm k 1−m .
µi −λi
Proof: Let us refer to the terms in (3) as A, B, and
C respectively. Then, we will prove the result by showing
that E[TAne ] ≤ E[TBne ] ≤ E[TCne ] and E[TAopt ] ≤ E[TBopt ] ≤
E[TCopt ]. The result follows because for any λi < µi , as  → 0,
we have that E[TAne ] → E[TCne ] and E[TAopt ] → E[TCopt ].
First, note that it is almost immediate that E[TAopt ] ≤
E[TBopt ] ≤ E[TCopt ]. In particular, λopt
i (B) can be used as
the arrival rates in A, and will give smaller mean response
time than E[TBopt ] (for high enough Λ). Further, the optimal
arrival rates will lead to an even smaller mean response time.
A parallel argument shows E[TBopt ] ≤ E[TCopt ].
Second, we need to argue that E[TAne ] ≤ E[TBne ] ≤ E[TCne ].
We will only argue the case of E[TAne ] ≤ E[TBne ], since the
remaining argument will be symmetric. Let us begin with the
Nash assignment in B. Now, one at a time, we will switch
the cost functions in B to match those in A. We start with
the slowest queue. Consider what happens when we switch
the cost function of a queue. If the arrival rate were to remain
unchanged, the response time would drop (for large enough Λ).
So, at Nash equilibrium, arrivals from other queues must shift
to the queue that just changed. Thus, the overall mean response
time drops. This happens with each change, so the resulting
Nash assignment in case A is such that E[TAne ] ≤ E[TBne ].
Finally, since the above ordering holds for all  and the
price of anarchy bound is continuous in m, we have that B
has price of anarchy that matches C, as desired.
Notice that an immediate corollary of the above theorem
is that SRPT has a price of anarchy of n in the case of
Exponential job sizes.
Our next result characterizes price of anarchy by determining an easy to study set of systems that is guaranteed to contain

the worst case price of anarchy. Thus, it provides a “simple”
way to calculate the price of anarchy.
Theorem 7. Consider a system with Ci (λi ) = f (1 − ρi ) for
some fixed non-increasing function f where f (x) − f (cx) ≤
f (y) − f (cy), for all c < 1, y > x > 0. Let S be such
a system having n queues where the service rates of these
queues are between µ and kµ. Then, there exists a system S 0
with a queues of service rate kµ and b queues with service
rate µ where b/a ≤ n − 1 such that the price of anarchy for
S is less than or equal to price of anarchy for S 0 .
Theorem 7 shows that to calculate the price of anarchy, it
suffices to study only systems having queues with two different
service rates, kµ and µ. Notice that this theorem both provides
a “simple” way to calculate the price of anarchy and provides
an illustration of the tightness of the price of anarchy. In the
case of SRPT and Pareto job sizes the this result led to the
determination that the worst-case scenario was µ1 = kµ and
µ2 = . . . = µn = µ. It also applies easily in the case of SRPT
under Exponential job sizes (2) where a simple calculation
shows that the worst-case is again µ1 = kµ and µ2 = . . . =
µn = µ. It then follows quickly that the price of anarchy is n.
The details of this argument as well as the proof of Theorem
7 are omitted due to space constraints.
VII. C ONCLUDING REMARKS
Server farms are now the dominant enterprise system architecture, and load balancing dispatchers are by far the most
common design for such systems. However, load balancing
designs are well-known to be inefficient in terms of the overall
mean response time. In this paper, we have provided results
characterizing the inefficiency of load balancing designs.
In particular, we have focused on the design of the backend scheduler and shown that the inefficiency and performance
of load balancing systems is highly dependent on the choice
of the back-end scheduler. We showed that when the backend scheduler is PS, as is common in traditional designs, the
inefficiency of the system grows linearly with the number
of back-end servers. In contrast, by switching the back-end
scheduler to SRPT, the performance of the load balancing
system can be greatly improved as long as the heterogeneity
of server speeds is small. Further, the inefficiency of load
balancing is less dependent on the number of servers, and
more dependent on the heterogeneity of the server speeds.
These results provide interesting managerial-level insight
into the design and management of server farms. In particular,
the architecture of the server farm should be dependent on
the back-end scheduler. If the back-end scheduler is PS, the
ideal load balancing system consists of fewer, faster servers;
whereas under SRPT, the ideal load balancing system consists
of a large number of homogeneous servers. This insight begs
the question of whether using heterogeneous back-end schedulers would be beneficial? Specifically, it may be beneficial to
use SRPT on a large number of back-end servers with similar
speeds and use PS on the back-end servers with very fast/small
speeds. Studying this idea is a current topic of research.

The analysis in this paper is made possible by combining
ideas from algorithmic game theory with recent heavy-traffic
queueing results. Our results in Section VI provide a general
technique for deriving price of anarchy results for each new
heavy-traffic result that appears. However, one important open
question that remains is how to exploit heavy-traffic queueing
results in more general network structures.
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A PPENDIX A
C ALCULATING THE OPTIMAL ASSIGNMENTS
In this section we will calculate the optimal routing assignment in the case of SRPT scheduling and Pareto job sizes. The
optimal dispatcher will use a routing scheme that minimizes
the overall mean response time E[T ]; thus the dispatcher needs
to determine the λopt
that solve the following optimization:
i
min
s.t.

n
X
i=1
n
X

Ci (λi )
λi = Λ;

i=1

0 ≤ λi < µi ,

1 ≤ i ≤ n.

We can solve this optimization explicitly to obtain the
following lemmas, which are summarized in Table IV-B.


i
. The optimal
Lemma 8. Consider Ci (λi ) = log µiµ−λ
i
dispatcher uses
Pn
µi − Λ
opt
.
λj = µj − i=1
n
Proof: First note that the optimal arrival rates must satisfy
d
d
Ci (λi ) =
Cj (λj ) ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}.
dλi
dλj

(4)

This simplifies to
λopt
− µi = λopt
− µj , ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}.
i
j

(5)

Recall that the gap at Qi , is γi := µi − λi . So, the above
equation gives us that the γiopt = γjopt for all i, j. It follows
that
γiopt = Γ/n,
or equivalently
λopt
= µj −
j

Pn

i=1

µi − Λ
.
n

Notice the intuition
Pn to the above lemma: the total excess
service capacity ( i=1 µi − Λ) is divided evenly among the
servers.
In this next lemma, the total excess service capacity
Pn
( i=1 µi − Λ) is not divided evenly among the servers
m/(m+1)
anymore, instead it is divided in proportion to µi
.

m
i
Lemma 9. Consider Ci (λi ) = µiµ−λ
. The optimal
i
dispatcher uses
! n
!
m/(m+1)
X
µj
opt
λj = µj − Pn
µi − Λ .
m/(m+1)
i=1
i=1 µi
Proof: We can again find the socially optimal arrival rates
by solving (4). This gives
!m+1
m+1

m
m
µi
µj
=
,
(6)
µi µi − λopt
µj µj − λopt
i
j
γiopt
=
γjopt



µi
µj

n
X

γjopt



µi
µj

,

m/(m+1)

Pn

i=1

m/(m+1)

!
Γ.

µi

Equivalently, we have
m/(m+1)

λopt
j

= µj −

µj
Pn

!

n
X

m/(m+1)

i=1

µi

!
µi − Λ .

i=1

Note that when m = 1 we get the optimal arrival rates for PS.
A PPENDIX B
C ALCULATING THE NASH ASSIGNMENT
In this section we will calculate the Nash assignment in the
case of SRPT scheduling and Pareto job sizes. We know that
in heavy-traffic all queues are used and thus the arrival rates
must satisfy
E[Ti ] = E[Tj ], ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}.
From this condition, it is possible to derive the arrival rates
explicitly, and we attain the results summarized in Table IV-B.


i
. Then, λne
Lemma 10. Consider Ci (λi ) = log µiµ−λ
j
i
satisfies

µ /µ
λne
λne j 1
j
= 1− 1
1−
,
µj
µ1
where λne
1 is the solution to
n
X
i=1

µi − Λ =

n
X

Pn

µ /µ

λne i 1
.
µi 1 − 1
µ1
i=1

1/µi

µi

!

n
X
(γine )1/µi .

(9)

i=1

Combining (8) and (9) gives
 ne µj /µ1
γ1
γjne = µj
µ1
 ne µi /µ1
n
X
γ1
,
Γ=
µi
µ1
i=1

m/(m+1)

µj

=

=

µj

i=1

which gives
γjopt

 ne 1/µj
n
n
X
X
γj
1/µ
(γine )1/µi =
µi i
,
µj
i=1
i=1

(γjne )1/µj

.

i=1

i=1

Summing both sides gives

1/µj

m/(m+1)

So, we can write
γiopt =

From here, we can calculate λne
explicitly. From the
i
equation above, it follows that
!1/µj

1/µi
µi
µj
.
(8)
=
γine
γjne

from which it follows that

from which we obtain

n
X

Proof: At a Nash assignment, all jobs must have the same
ne
expected response time, i.e., if λne
1 , ..., λn represent the arrival
rates at a Nash assignment, then for all i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}
!


1
1
µi
µj
.
(7)
=
log
log
µi
µi − λne
µj
µj − λne
i
j

which is equivalent to the equation in the statement of the
lemma.
Note that, though the form of λne
i in the above lemma is
implicit, it can be solved easily in many special cases. For
instance, when µi = µj for all i, j, the Nash assignment is
the same as the optimal assignment.
The λne
i in the next lemma are explicit. In fact, in this case
ne
λj has nearly the same form as λopt
in Lemma 9.
j
m

i
. Then
Lemma 11. Consider Ci (λi ) = µiµ−λ
i
! n
!
(m−1)/m
X
µj
ne
λj = µj − Pn
µi − Λ .
(m−1)/m
i=1
i=1 µi
Proof: The Nash condition gives us that

m

m
1
µi
1
µj
=
, ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}. (10)
µi µi − λi
µj µj − λj
Noting that this is parallel to (6) except that m + 1 is now
changed to m, we can immediately write
!
(m−1)/m
µj
ne
γj = Pn
Γ,
(m−1)/m
i=1 µi
which is equivalent to the statement of the lemma.

